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Abstract

As gamification literature has matured, the gap between how different domains apply the theory has widened. This has positioned gamification as being more dependent on context, rather than being an independent theory per se. To address this notion, three concepts are identified as being central for how the designer gamifies a process. These are mechanics, psychological mediators and desired outcomes. Following this logic, a review was conducted using 79 (n) articles across seven disciplines, namely health and wellness, crowdsourcing, sustainability, computer science, software development, business, and tourism. The findings highlighted potential relationships between several concepts when gamifying a situation, context, service or/and process. This research presents an alternative and uniform perspective on the broad gamification research to better understand how gamification functions and can be employed to impact various outcomes. Furthermore, this research contributes to this rather eclectic domain, presenting a more categorized view in showing domain-specific mechanics and how these can be employed for empirical testing. Lastly, the conceptual model can be modified, employed and adjusted to investigate various effects of gamification on outcomes.
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1 Introduction

The last decade has seen a growing trend towards gamification theories beyond the human interaction with computers and across many different research domains [1, 2].

The literature portrays gamification as the use of game mechanics in non-game contexts [3], or as Burke [4] defines it, “the use of games mechanics and experience design to digitally engage and motivate people to achieve their goals” (p. 6).

Existing research recognizes gamification as a service or process that can occur in three or more sequential stages [5]. The first stage is the mechanics; decisions, rules and aesthetics for modifying non-game contexts [6]. The second stage is the psychological processes that mediate various relationships [5, 7]. The final stage is the domain-specific outcome, such as inducing a specific behavior, or other context-specific results [8]. To put these three stages in context [9], whilst the ultimate goal for a marketer is to increase sales, so does gamified marketing (mechanics) need to evoke positive emotions (mediator) in consumers to consecutively motivate purchasing (outcomes) [10]. Consequently, gamified outcomes are highly contextual (domain specific); for example, teachers who want to increase learning outcomes [11, 12], or software developers who want to increase productivity [4]. Accordingly, these mechanics should reflect the requirements of the specific context (domain) to be successful. This is also confirmed by Burke [13] who...
discourages applying gamified mechanics without first scrutinizing the fit between individual and organizational goals. Therefore, this notion signifies that mechanics and outcomes are highly dynamic and contextual [14].

In contrast to mechanics and outcomes, the mental processes that lead to these contextual outcomes are portrayed homogeneously in literature [15-18]. Hamari [19] states that “in non-game contexts, game design is increasingly being used to direct people’s motivations towards intrinsically motivated, gameful experiences and behavior” (p. 469). Literature portrays these experiences as psychological processes, often in terms of cognitive and emotional states [7]. Needless to say, many different psychological concepts highlight the mediating effects of gamified mechanics as flow, fun that evokes fluency, or simply different aspects of motivation and engagement [17]. Because the impact of these mental states usually aims at impacting different outcomes [9, 15], this research addresses and conceptualizes these mental mediators as gamified psychological mediators (PMs). These should be better understood to provide successful outcomes. Dale [20] emphasizes this notion, “Good gamification design should be user-centric and not mechanism-centric”.

Research on the subject has been mostly restricted to limited comparisons of mechanics, dynamics and contextual outcomes, such as physical activity in health or learning outcome in learning [21, 22]. Although research pinpoints these mediators and recognizes them as being important for stimulating outcomes, little has been done to understand which mechanics influence which psychological mediators, and how they proceed to mediate outcomes [23]. In order to fully understand how mechanics impact outcomes, the link between mechanics, psychological intermediaries and outcomes, needs to be better understood, described and categorized in relation to the effects [10]. Gamification, being multidisciplinary, faces a major obstacle in establishing itself as a discipline. As gamification is eclectic in nature [24], the theory needs to be better categorized and explored in order provide arguments for empirical inquiry. Developing and conceptualizing this would provide a clearer picture of how to measure gamification across the different domains and to strengthen the theory, which, as Nacke and Deterding [25] state, is just beginning to mature. Thus, the purpose of this review is to develop a conceptual model unifying gamification literature across different domains to guide further research in understanding the process of mechanics, psychological mediators and contextual outcomes. The research question is: How does gamification literature portray the effects of mechanics, psychological mediators and outcomes?

Additionally, understanding how psychological mediators’ function across several domains when being impacted by mechanics would strengthen the concept of gamification as a theory and synthesize the already eclectic nature of gamification theory, especially in how people interact with computer-based services. Due to the importance of mechanics, psychological mediators and outcomes in gamification research, the purpose of the research is to review, clarify and synthesize these concepts together in the multi-disciplinary domain of gamification. To contribute to gamification as a general theory this research addresses this scarcity in literature by reviewing gamification in seven different domains and then discussing the literature to develop a conceptual model showing the relationships between mechanics, psychological mediators and outcomes. The remainder of the paper presents a short description of the employed theoretical concepts, such as gamification, mechanics, psychological mediators, outcomes and describes how the review was conducted (section 2). The findings are then discussed (section 3) and a conceptual model developed (section 4). Lastly, conclusions, limitation and future research are presented (section 5).
2 Mechanics, psychological mediators and outcomes

Gamification is described as using game thinking and its fundamental mechanics in non-game contexts [26, 27]. Its central feature is to motivate and engage people in conducting desired behaviors. Nacke and Deterding [25] emphasize that gamification has grown from a novel research topic into a thriving multidisciplinary field and this is evident in the excessive number of domains that investigate the effects of gamification. According to O'Donnell et al. [24], the most common domains that apply gamification to examine outcomes are health and wellness, crowdsourcing, sustainability, computer science, software development, marketing (services, servicescapes, customer engagement) and tourism [28, 29]. Interestingly, gamification is highly multidisciplinary [23], which reflects the variations of disciplines that have applied it as a theory. Being widely used in different disciplines, it also raises the question of whether gamification is becoming a co-dependent theory by being dependent on the existence of different contexts, such as the concept of advertising is dependent on different technologies (radio, TV). Likewise, gamification has become dispersed in literature with a multitude of variations and perspectives, which leaves the theory rather eclectic.

Many of the conducted reviews have categorized the mental states influenced by game mechanics in categories sorted by a common denominator, such as sorting different psychological mediators under motivation or engagement. To reveal the actual mental processes, such as motivation or emotions, this review examined the existing literature in order to gain a more refined perspective on the matter.

While some literature, such as Dichev and Dicheva [7] treat all cognitive, affective and behavioral elements as an outcome of gamification, Hervas et al. [30] instead state that there is still a need to know which mechanics trigger which psychological concepts that subsequently impact behavioral changes. The scarcity of this knowledge consequently leaves gamification research putting more emphasis on the mechanics and outputs than to understand for how these mechanics are influencing outcomes, such as learning, economic or other, with individuals’ cognition and emotion. On one hand, Johnson et al. [31] confirm this by stating that behavioral outcomes are most researched among cognition, emotion and behavior. On the other hand, Alahäivälä and Oinas-Kukkonen [32] state “There is not yet a clear, generally accepted vision of the relationships among the contextual factors, gamification strategies, and study outcomes.” (pp. 69). Thus, there seems to be a consensus in literature that questions the linkages between the mechanics as being unclear and in need for future research [33]. Interestingly, Sailer et al. [23] show that gamified mechanics does not automatically influence motivation, but that specific mechanics influence specific psychological outcomes. Needless to say, knowing exactly which mechanics impact on which psychological mediators is still in debate and requires further years of empirical inquiry.

The review is based on a comprehensive literature study, which categorizes research on gamification, and investigates the effects on mechanics, psychological outcomes and various outcomes. In this regard, studies from different domains have been investigated. According to Gall et al. [34], Hart [35] and Randolph [36], literature reviews have several different potential purposes, where the purpose of this review is to develop a conceptual model unifying gamification literature across different domains. To address this, the study produces a comprehensive list of literature, categorized in tables that are based on predefined criteria [37]. A qualitative literature review is then conducted, as described in Randolph [36].

Following the theoretical framework of Hamari et al. [5] and Helmefalk andMarcusson [10], current theory is organized according to mechanics, psychological mediators and outcomes (figure 1). Dichev and Dicheva [7] conducted a literature review, examining literature that includes mechanics and affective, cognitive and behavioral outcomes. This study recognizes behavioral outcomes as a final outcome, mediated by the
cognition and/or emotion. Note that an outcome may also consist of cognitive and affective traits. To review suitable research in health and wellness, crowdsourcing, sustainability, computer science, software development, marketing (services, servicescapes, customer engagement) and tourism, the sources were extracted from several systematic literature reviews [1, 17, 38, 39] and by retrieving literature from databases, such as Google Scholar and Scopus.

For the data gathering procedure for reviews as suggested by Randolph [36] and Dwan et al. [37], the employed criteria required all research to include gamified mechanics, an outcome and a mental construct that conceptually, argumentatively or empirically mediates the relationship between mechanics and outcomes. As seven large domains were included that included gamification, many different keywords were used to identify gamification in research: gamification, gamified, games, mechanics, serious games and dynamics. A total of 240 (n) articles and conference proceedings were found, after carefully reading and categorizing research in tables, showing which mechanic impacts on which mediator and on what outcome. The studies that fit the criteria were 79 (n).

Studies that included mechanics, psychological mediators and outcomes, were re-read, then analyzed and structured according to a M-PM-O table. 79 (n) Articles and conference proceedings were found, of which 18 (n) are in business and marketing, 14 (n) in crowdsourcing, 12 (n) in learning, 10 (n) in computer science, 8 (n) in sustainability research, 5 (n) in tourism and 12 (n) in health and wellness. These were then read and conceptually discussed. To address the purpose of this review, the identified mechanics and psychological mediators were structured according to the domain, while identifying common denominators in order to categorize the findings.
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*Figure 1. The theoretical framework of M-PM-O processes in a gamification context*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors and Context</th>
<th>Mechanics</th>
<th>Psychological mediators</th>
<th>Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Learning</strong></td>
<td>3D, Story, Avatar, Scoring, Badges, Rewards, Ranking, Results, Points, Levels, Leaderboard, Cooperation, Game, Game Interface, Boss, Pathways, Exploration, Goals, Achievements, Social, Announcements, Participation, Competition, Feedback, Team, Challenge, Intrinsic Motivation, Immersion, Fun, growth, Engagement, Social engagement, Acceptance, motivation, purposefulness, The Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (IMI), interest/enjoyment, perceived competence, perceived love</td>
<td>Learning outcomes, Submission time, Attempts, Early submission, Accuracy, recall precision, Logins, Page views, Grade, Retention period, Test performance, Quiz accuracy, Total time, Number of exercises, Solving, Participation,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1. Mechanics, Psychological mediators and Outcomes**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Computer science</th>
<th>Progress, Status, Prizes, Chance, Surprise, Anticipation, Humor, Ownerships, Rules, Location Based, Completion, Movement, Manipulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ašeriškis and Damaševičius [77], Carmosino et al. [78], de Melo et al. [79], Dencheva et al. [80], Fernandes et al. [81], Foucault et al. [82], Foucault et al. [82], Snipes et al. [83], Sukale and Pfaff [84], Thom et al. [85]</td>
<td>Rewards, Leaderboards, Feedback, Rules, Levels, Ranking, Social, points, scores, dashboard, Avatars, Experience, Game, Badges, Audio-Visual artifacts, Engagement, Interesting, Comprehensible, Relevance, Fun, Interesting, Playfulness, Intrinsic motivation, Incentives,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainability</td>
<td>Knowledge, Interactions, Points, Learning achievement, Final exam score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamberini et al. [86], Geelen et al. [87], Gustafsson et al. [88], Knol and De Vries [89], Morganti et al. [90], Salvador et al. [91], Senbel et al. [92], Stone et al. [93]</td>
<td>Feedback, Tips, Challenges, Social sharing, Rewards, Rankings, Levels, Points, Competition, Goals,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourism</td>
<td>Social, Fun, Motivation, Immersion, relatedness, autonomy, competence, Flow, Task engagement, enjoyment, Engagement, Motivation, Relationships, Accomplishment, Positive emotions, Meaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egger and Bulencia [94], Sever et al. [95], Sigala [96], Xu et al. [97], Xu et al. [98]</td>
<td>Explore, Challenge, achievement, Fantasy, Levels, Points, Rewards, Progress, Leaderboards, Relatedness, Badges, Competition, Rating, Gifting, Social, Location, Sharing, Clear goals, Fun, Collaboration, Play games, Visit, Check-ins, registrations, Awareness, Behavioral outcomes, Decision making, Experiences, Brand awareness, Enhance experience, Customer loyalty,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Engagement, immersion, Low effort, Motivation, Fun, Social interaction, incentive, Peer pressure, recognition, Companionship, Affect, mood, “Work out for likes”, Recognition, reciprocity, Social influence, Focus, Novelty, Empowerment, Autonomy, affect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahtinen et al. [99], Allam et al. [21], Chen and Pu [100], Fleming et al. [101], Hamari and Koivisto [102], Johnson et al. [31], Kadomura et al. [103], Kuramoto et al. [104], Riva et al. [105], Thorsteinsen et al. [106], Tracy and Laura [107], Whittinghill [108],</td>
<td>Achievement, exploration, Rewards, Virtual artifacts, Progress(paths), Points, Badges, Medals, Leaderboard, Backstory, Avatar, Social, Competition, Feedback, Levels, Level-up system, Audio, Challenge, Goals,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relieve stress, Wellbeing, Prevent depression, SWTL, Wellness, Physical activity, Healthcare utilization, Use of medication, Website usage, Drinking behavior, Mental health, System use, Improved food consumption, Pain burden,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3 Conceptual discussion

3.1 Mechanics

The following section discusses the literature drawn from the theoretical framework (figure 1) and conceptualizes the found linkages. Prior to discussing the variety of mechanics in literature, there are some mechanics that are considered to be the ground stones of gamification. These are points, badges and leaderboards, and are in the majority of studies used as a starting point for inquiring into the effects on users [19, 109]. However, as table 1 and table 2 show, there is a variety of different mechanics. It becomes therefore difficult to determine causal inferences. For instance, gifting can be seen as a part of a social mechanism, but also as a mechanism for rewarding the user.

In table 2, denominators were analyzed and chosen in relation to the proximity of other concepts, in order to be recognizable and in line with the common discourse in research. These denominators show the variety of concepts that occur in literature. Regardless of which concepts are chosen within a denominator, these can be used to understand gamification mechanics from an interdisciplinary perspective.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common Mechanics</th>
<th>Denominator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Achievements, Badges, Gaining/Earning, Rewards, Stamps, Tokens, Unlockable content, Virtual objects (currency/goods),</td>
<td>Badges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competence, Merit, Skill-development,</td>
<td>Skill-development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaderboards, Performance graphs, Ranking,</td>
<td>Leaderboards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear goals, Competition, Conflicting goals, Restrictions, Rules, Time-pressure, Uncertain outcomes, Win condition,</td>
<td>Goals/Rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betting/Gambling, Challenges, Levels, Mini-games, Mission/Quests, Pattern recognition, Progress, Riddles, Trials,</td>
<td>Mission/Quests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity counter, Life, Points,</td>
<td>Points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy, Avatars, Character, Customization, Roles, Self-expression, User profiles,</td>
<td>Identity/Role</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration, Gifting, Sharing, Social+concept, Status, Teams, Voting,</td>
<td>Social mechanics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dashboard, Gamified slogans, Interface, Virtual territories, Visual-metaphor /Aesthetics,</td>
<td>Aesthetics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy/Marketplace, Feedback, Location based mechanics, Storytelling, User-generated content, Escape, Fantasy, Fun, Playfulness, Recreation, Movement</td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rather than listing and discussing all mechanics and denominators, the most common ones [1, 17, 38, 39] will be discussed for the purpose of this review.
3.1.1 Mechanics as a tool

The review lists badges as a common and an important tool for recognizing achievement within the rules of service, practice or offering [70]. While badges, rewards, virtual stamps or tokens can act as an incentive (prior-behavior), they also function as a confirming reward to generate certain desired behaviors (post-behavior). Thus, it becomes a loop, inducing certain psychological mediators and behaviors. While badges and related concepts can also be a social component the different mechanics undoubtedly influence each other on many various levels. Whereas points, sometimes illustrated as “life bar” or “counter”, can either be an indicator for how many chances are left or be an indicator for points which later are illustrated in leaderboards that subsequently act as a social mechanic and so on.

A study by Carvalho et al. [69] did in a comprehensive study identify various elements and mechanics and conceptualized an model called, activity theory-based model of serious games that can aid in structuring and understanding serious games. Their study summarized action tools goals into various different mechanics that can be used in learning context, as well as in others.

While skill-development may be discussed from the perspective of psychology, in terms of mechanics it comprises ways of providing tools and channels that allow people to advance, either symbolically, for instance, through a virtual territory [66], a character [68], a certain skill, or through personal growth and relevant knowledge in sustainability [90]. Through this growth a player can boast and be rewarded socially with recognition, through leaderboards [109]. While it can be ambiguous for players/people whether or not they have achieved progress or knowledge, ranking may be a solution, which per se aesthetically and visually juxtaposes progress and reward by presenting added options, such as unlocking new courses [110], or giving the player previously unauthorized access. It seems that there are underlying reward mechanisms in terms of control and power within the rules of the “non-game”. This seems to replace the extrinsic rewards that usually comprise monetary rewards or other desired resources [2]. By involving these various mechanics, the player can undertake identities and roles which involve the person in solving missions, goals, quests and other analogous concepts.

In regard to the discussion above, it may not be so far-fetched to exemplify academic research as being cleverly gamified; positions and titles as ranking, skill development as knowledge, leaderboards and points as citations and publications.

It is important to understand the desired outcomes of applying certain mechanics and that applying mechanics can be “reverse engineered” by really understanding what outcomes are desired. For an institution as a university, the output can be research output, but for a smaller business the outcome can be customer loyalty or increased sales [14]. It becomes, thus a question of identifying the desired outcome(s).

Although these mechanics can be seen as a tool, instrument or a means of evoking certain behaviors, these are predominantly implemented digitally. Despite this review and other systematic reviews in different domains [2, 7, 39, 111], there is still an uncertainty in how to best employ mechanics, especially in learning contexts [7]. However, research also shows the potency of gamification and that implementing it is more complex than many practitioners initially believe [13].

Although many studies investigate one or more mechanics and their subsequent impact on users, in terms of the discussion above, there is no doubt that the interplay between different mechanics and their subsequent mediating effects are complex. Thus, it becomes a question of how adding congruent mechanics moderate the effect on users. For instance, does the effect become half, twice or three times stronger, when adding an additional mechanic?

3.1.2 Common, Shared and Unique

The mechanics are infused in various offerings and services, tailored for each occasion. As there is a considerable amount of literature (table 1) explaining the different game mechanics and their subsequent role for each domain, there are more or less common
mechanics that are shared among the different domains. The literature indicates that mechanics tend to be separated in different ‘levels’. As previously mentioned, badges, leaderboards and points are frequently mentioned in the context of gamification, sometimes to the degree of misleading practitioners into believing that simply applying these will guarantee success [13]. With regard to how domain-specific some mechanics are, such as learning outcomes in the domain of learning [11, 12, 76], or drinking behavior and health in the domain of health [39, 101], mechanics likewise roughly represent the domains. The review shows that some mechanics are more or less shared and used in literature, while others are context-specific.

It can be speculated that these unique mechanics could contemporarily indicate that they fit within the domain. Despite their uniqueness, all mechanics are context-specific, meaning that a badge is tailored to the service or process in question. Hence, each health context should be unique per se.

3.2 Psychological mediators

Many of the identified psychological mediators (table 3) are polysemantic and are to some degree synonymous with each other. The semantic linkages between these are more or less obvious. For instance, purpose and motivation can be related, but simultaneously refer to distinctive conditions, such as a feeling of purpose can motivate, or motivation can impact the perception of purpose. In many cases the semantic use of some theories is chosen in relation to previous literature, and thus become intertwined and vague in terms of categorizing them for further empirical measurement. Thus, it becomes a discussion of semantic congruence and how well a concept fits within a context. In order to sort literature in a more general and comprehensible manner, psychological mediators are categorized in common semantic concepts to illustrate a more general view of how individuals are affected by gamification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common mediators</th>
<th>Denominator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social comparison, Social motivation, Social interaction, Social influence,</td>
<td>Social</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Companionship, Social engagement, Social-belonging, Relationships, Peer pressure,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Work out for likes”, Recognition, Self-presentation, Reciprocity,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affect, Mood, Positive emotions, Fun, Enjoyment, Playfulness,</td>
<td>Affect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incentive reinforcement, Incentives, Rewarding, Intrinsic motivation,</td>
<td>Incentive reinforcement/ motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encouragement, Motivation, Learning motivation, Pressure/tension, Flow,</td>
<td>Engaging/ cognitive stimulating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engagement, Interesting, Challenging, Immersion, Task engagement, Focus, Mastery,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Involvement, Curiosity, Goals, Purposefulness, Purpose, Contribution, Relevance,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accomplishment, Growth, Usefulness, Responsibility, Meaning,</td>
<td>Purpose, meaning, fulfillment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude, Comprehensible, Low effort, Addiction, Relatedness, Commitment, Moral,</td>
<td>Other cognitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived value, Acceptance, Novelty,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy, Perceived choice, Empowerment, Trust, self-efficacy</td>
<td>Autonomy/ the sense of control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awareness, competence, Concerns for environment, Knowledge, Learning, Self-learning,</td>
<td>Knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credibility,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Some of these central concepts will be elaborated and discussed since they are frequently used in literature.

3.2.1 Intrinsic motivation / Incentives
Motivations, more specifically intrinsic motivation, refer to the inner desires and facilitators for exerting certain behaviors [15]. While external motivators can include elements of perceived value or punishment, intrinsic motivators are those that in psychology are explained as being internal and include the need for autonomy, competence, and relatedness [31]. These motivators are also discussed as impacting other psychosomatic elements, such as the cognitive need, self-efficacy and others [57]. In literature, it is difficult to demonstrate exactly the linkages and the causative pathways between mechanics, mediators and outcomes [30, 31]. To illustrate this, a mechanic, designed as a badge or a reward, has been shown to impact intrinsic motivation to perform certain tasks [60]. However, exactly which psychological concepts or mediators contribute most impact and how they relate to each other remain unanswered. Feng et al. [57] recent study contributed to this discussion by showing several sub-constructs of intrinsic motivation and which mechanics influenced which sub-constructs that mediated participation. Thus, gamification literature is less concerned with multiple mediation than single mediation. For instance, a mechanic (badge, points) influences a psychological mediator (incentive) that mediates other mediators (intrinsic motivation). In business and marketing, research shows that intrinsic motivation is influenced by idea generation and purchase intention [40, 52]. Crowdsourcing as a domain uses intrinsic motivation in several studies, influencing participation, contribution, and worker performance [56, 60, 63, 66]. Other domains that emphasize the effects of motivation are learning [76], computer science [77], sustainability [88], tourism [94], and health [31]. The variety of using motivation as a prerequisite for other constructs is maybe rational as the semantic meaning by itself indicates a followed action.

3.2.2 Engagement/Flow
In table 3, it is evident that engagement is a significant factor and is widely discussed as an important variable [2]. Literature shows that one of the main goals of gamification is to achieve mental engagement [15]. Characteristics such as flow, engagement, interest, challenge, immersion, task engagement, focus, mastery, involvement and curiosity are at least semantically and theoretically distinctive. All of these tend to consider the response to stimuli. As such, the concept of flow has become widespread, encompassing several constructs in table 3. Flow is a term originating in psychology to define a conscious state which occurs when a person is immersed within an activity [40, 112]. Flow is also described as a form of task involvement, enjoyment, and focus that individuals experience in an activity. With regard to gamification research, Harwood and Garry [14] state:

“ [...] a key component of gamification, which arises out of comprehension and experiential mastery of the challenges within a particular environment and the accompanying emotional, i.e. positive sensation of competence, through endeavour and labour that this engenders.” (p.535)

As underlined by Harwood and Garry [14], flow impacts cognition and emotion, such as the level of engagement. Thus, flow becomes an important determinant for motivational outcomes which per se mediate various behaviors and contextual outcomes. In research the concept of flow is widely used and has become a central part of gamification literature. Numerous gamification studies have argued, discussed and investigated the impact of mechanics on flow [14, 40, 46, 52, 62].
3.2.3 Social
Considerable gamification literature concerns the social aspects of gamification and many different variations of it (see table 1 and 3), even to the extent of explaining the social part in terms of planned behavior [5]. Despite the widespread explanation of social mechanism being a central part of gamification, few actually explain the psychological processes or theories around it, expecting them to be a motivating factor [17]. Several studies emphasize that gamification impacts the social interaction between people and that one’s desire to belong or gain recognition from others acts as a strong predictor for conducting certain tasks [90, 102]. For instance, Hamari [43] study shows that badges can impact on social comparison and this subsequently mediates user activity. Other studies show instead how social motivation and a sense of community influence data collection in the context of crowdsourcing [61, 65]. It is evident in the review that the specific domains and context sometimes regulate the use of social components as psychological mediators. For instance, crowdsourcing, that generally involves many different individuals in solving a particular tasks, is more likely to involve social encouragement and motivation to recognize the involvement of participants [17]. Extrinsic motivators, such as money function in certain jobs, actions or performances whereas social credits are equally important in other contexts [73].

In contrast to other mediators, the social element has a dual property in acting sometimes as a gamification mechanic, and in other situations functions as a psychological mediator. For example, ‘social’ (e.g. points//leaderboards) as a mechanic can constitute modifying a service in order to stimulate social activity. ‘Social’ as a mediator comprises various mental processes that mediate other psychological outcomes or behaviors. Despite being a central feature and concept in gamification, it is still largely underdeveloped, especially with regard to how these factors influence each other.

3.2.4 Affect
Affect is in psychology referred to as a central concept comprising emotion, mood, and attitude [113]. Affect generally describes whether a state or perception of something is positive or negative [114], and branches out to other concepts, such as emotion, mood and attitude, which portray their own facets. Mood is not as predictive and is more difficult to influence with external stimuli [115]. While being hard to directly influence, it has strong moderating properties on other relationships. Contrastingly, attitude is instead defined as both the cognitive mental process, [116] and as emotional mechanisms [113]. Emotions on the other hand, include the component arousal [114] and occurs in briefer moments than mood. Emotions have an impact on bodily and behavioral reactions, for instance blood pressure or time spent [114], which has acted as a mediator in explaining certain behaviors.

Beside the above-mentioned concepts, such as affect, mood and emotions, table 1 and 3 include fun, enjoyment and playfulness. According to gamification theory, these psychological constructs are partly interwoven in other concepts such as flow. According to many studies in gamification, the aspect of fun [41, 54, 55, 70, 86] constitutes various contextual outcomes such as solving tasks, contribution, app use, quality worker performances and so forth. With regard to enjoyment and playfulness, these are often synonymously used with the concept of fun [17].

3.2.5 Purpose, autonomy and other
Purpose seems to be a concept of relevance for gamification as there is a myriad of studies discussing it in various ways. Some closely related semantic meanings are goals, purposefulness, purpose, contribution, relevance, accomplishment, growth, usefulness, responsibility and meaning. These signify that purpose is a driver for motivation and engagement. While mechanics can be tailored to provide a pre-conditioned purpose, such as stating a goal for the player, there are studies that confer purposefulness as a feeling or a mental state rather than purpose. In common games, there is usually a beginning and an
end, with the end being the goal for the tasks involved in reaching it. Researchers including Burke [13] state that goals are highly important for motivating employees, indicating that goals are a prerequisite for motivation and not the other way around. Thus, purpose is related to motivation in the context of gamification, which Roengsamut et al. [63] agree belongs to the concept of intrinsic motivation.

While autonomy is also related to intrinsic motivation [63], it demonstrates the feeling of choice and freedom. Table 3 shows that common concepts that encompass autonomy are perceived as choice, empowerment, trust and self-efficacy and this also indicates a sense of control. According to psychology, this sense of control is important, and the perception of it has a positive impact on health and relationships [117]. In the context of gamification, this autonomy or self-governance can be influenced by letting individuals choose their own pace in online courses, or as Burgun [118] says that nonlinearity in games provides choices which simulate autonomy. The motivating aspect can be related to the fact that the concept of autonomy distances itself from the perspective of being cogent, work-related or boring. This gives additional input for motivation and provides meaning to people without overusing rewards [119]. Hence, Nicholson [119] indicates a relation between meaningfulness, purposefulness and autonomy.

Some additional contexts are attitude, comprehensible, low effort, addiction, relatedness, commitment, moral, perceived value, acceptance and novelty [8, 40, 63]. Each of these concepts can be argued as encompassing each other, such as attitude being a component of affect or vice versa, but future research will reveal the importance of the relative importance of these in the context of gamification.

### 3.3 Outcomes

As discussed in the theoretical framework (figure 1) and in the conceptual discussion, outcomes are here reviewed as the desired outcome in the chain of applying gamification in a system, service or offering. Outcomes in studies occasionally also refer to psychological mediators and include the psychological concepts [7]. Thus, it can be difficult to specify an outcome as solely being behaviorally laden. Outcomes become hence a goal for pursuit, something that is hoped to be achieved via rather a psychological mediator. In most cases, these outcomes are behavioral (see table 1), but are also frequently a mixture of cognitive and behavioral concepts that are proxy for a context-specific theoretical discourse.

The outcomes vary a lot more than mechanics and mediators, which can respectively be categorized in several common denominators. Gamified outcomes vary not only in the specific domain, such as measuring acceptance and usability [86], save behavior [87] and intentions to engage [92] in the domain of sustainability; but they also vary drastically among the different domains. To illustrate the disparities in gamification literature, concepts of loyalty are highlighted in the domain of business and marketing [48], whilst concepts such as proof reading are highlighted in crowdsourcing literature [58], and recall precision is central in learning [71].

Despite of the conceptual variances in the outcomes of gamification, there seems to be a pattern of literature on the examination of improvements or performances. Regardless of domain, all outcomes can be structured among the following concepts. **Economic** meaning that the outcome is closely related to concept that benefit economic or organizational performance, purchasing being one of them [14, 44], but also concepts that are closely approximate to the economic performance, brand equity, brand love or brand attitude [10, 45, 53] or some tourism research that includes experiences and brand awareness [98]. **Cognitive and emotional** performances are more specifically mental performances, in terms of knowledge, learning and attitudes [11, 72, 74], or anxiety reduction [99, 107]. It must be noted that these outcomes differ in relation to psychological mediators, as these are crucial for stimulating subsequent outcomes and that these intermediaries are closely linked to gamification mechanics and their effect on people. As behaviors seem at first be a relevant candidate, in terms of cognition and emotions being
one, there is a separation in how these behaviors are measured. Behavioral intent follows the premise of people via self-reports stating to behave in some way, for instance their intent to engagement [92] or Actual behaviors measure behaviors after employing stimuli to a platform [88, 90]. Needless to say, outcomes are highly domain and context specific.

3.4 Moderators
While there are cultural differences and the increased efficiency of gamifying servicescapes [120], there is no doubt that younger people are more likely to be affected by gamification as a part of their everyday lives [121]. Consequently, literature suggests that demographics such as age and culture moderate the relationship between mechanics and the psychological mediators. Elements outside the individual, such as time and space, have also been shown to alter the relationships to some degree. Space, in terms of what type of service is provided, has in Hamari [43] study been shown to highlight utilitarian and hedonic features and how well people correspond to each of the elements. In regard to both time and space, Koivisto and Hamari [122] first show that gender and age moderate the perceived social benefits, while gamification functions best in the beginning in terms of the novelty of the service, meaning that there is some degradation of efficiency over time. However, many studies highlight the further need to inquire into the moderating effects in gamification [25, 109].

3.5 Context and domain
Gamification as a subject is still in its infancy but is starting to mature [25]. According to O'Donnell et al. [24] preliminary scoping review 739 (n) articles and 1245 (n) conferences exist in gamification, within several different domains. This paper reviewed studies that were of particular interest for the discourse of gamification literature [28, 29]. These are health and wellness, crowdsourcing, sustainability, computer science, software development, marketing and tourism. As discussed previously, there is no doubt that the context and domain control for which mechanics are used depend on which psychological mediators are activated and which outcomes are relevant. To illustrate this, while an advertising campaign may include mechanics that include quizzes and actual mini-games (mechanics) to engage (psychological mediators) the consumer to download (outcome) an application [123], similarly other contexts and domains have their own unique patterns. For instance, a health and wellness context may employ goals, path and progress (mechanics) to generate empowerment (psychological mediators), which subsequently mediates physical activity (outcome) [31]. However, it is dangerous to separate mechanics that belong uniquely to one specific domain. In table 2 the mechanics, psychological mediators and outcomes are separated according to domains. Firstly, it is shown that there are mechanics that are shared (e.g. leaderboards, badges and other in table 1) and some that are unique (e.g. user-generated content, gifting and other). The research into clearly categorizing these according to specific domains is still in development. One important factor is still the domain in which gamification is employed and controlled as to which outcomes are desired. The relationship between the domain/context and outcomes is bidirectional where the aim or purpose, as well as the context, controls how they are measured. The element of measurement refers to how outcomes are designed and what tools are employed when gathering data. Domains and contexts partly reflect outcomes, but also which mechanics are employed. While the domain and context cannot directly influence psychological mediators without going through mechanics, it implies that the domain controls what mechanics are appropriate [10]. This indicates that mechanics are to some extent domain specific, but that many of them are shared. Consequently, domains require the mechanics to be congruent in order to reach certain desired outcomes, as in Carvalho et al. [69], prior implementing them.

Thus domain-congruent mechanics constitute the first step in gamifying a service or context [2, 14, 48, 124].
3.6 Goals, Strategy Vision

As Burke [13] states, the reason for employing gamification has been to motivate people to change behaviors. The actor that chooses to implement a mechanic (mechanic) and seeks to motivate or engage (psychological mediator) people to change behaviors (outcome) is generally referred to as the designer of gamifying a context. This can either be done within organizations [18], or by external communication. Goal, strategy and vision represent the perspective of the actors who choose to apply gamification in a process, situation or service. While this research has adopted the perspective of gamification as an instrument or a tool for enhancing, changing and influencing outcomes [27], it also becomes important to understand the latent reasons behind why actors, managers or stakeholders commit to employing certain strategies that employ gamified mechanics in their processes. Without going into the potential relevant theories of reward management [125], where hierarchical reward mechanism can explain organizational drive, gamification research is rather multidisciplinary, complex and hence has several dimensions. Regardless of whether the goals, strategy and visions differ between a company and a teacher who aims to gamify a course, they all strive towards or are motivated to reach certain outcomes. Accordingly, outcomes are motivating factors for determining certain strategies, such as implementing gamification. These goals, visions or strategies subsequently determine which mechanics are implemented with the requirements of congruence to the domain and context.

4 Conceptual Model: M-PM-O

The conceptual discussion has highlighted potentially causative and correlational relationships between several concepts when gamifying a situation, context, service or/and process, thus have resulted in a conceptual model (figure 2). As there are manifold mechanics (table 1), it becomes difficult to show actual interferences. To illustrate, gifting can be seen as a part of socialization, but also as a mechanism for rewarding. Accordingly, it becomes difficult to contrast and strategically implement mechanics when they are multifaceted [24]. To facilitate understanding, some denominators (table 2) were developed which show that mechanics can be categorized in an interdisciplinary context. The review shows that domain-specific contexts have similar outcomes, indicating that ‘desired outcomes’ actually control which mechanics fit within the given context. Hence, the designer ought to first understand the context and situation before choosing appropriate mechanics with regards to its/her/his goals, vision and strategy. Implementing gamification is more complex than some practitioners and researchers dare to admit [13]. The conceptual discussion has revealed that the interaction effects between mechanics and their subsequent effects are complex. It becomes difficult to directly pinpoint how the mechanics work together to impact on emotions and behaviors. In literature, the mechanics are rather treated as stimuli which provoke responses [10]. While doing so, these stimuli could be examined in isolation as well as in combination. This perspective offers a multitude of new studies, primarily on the interaction effects between different mechanics and on either the psychological mediators or the contextual outcomes. Helmfalk and Marcusson (ibid.) do to some extent discuss this matter, in that some mechanics are more or less used, but that some are more evidently categorized within a certain context [2]. Consequently, mechanics have a two-way relationship to the context and the domain where mechanics need to be relevant and congruent to the specific context, domain or situation for it to be successful in influencing psychological mediators. The model emphasizes the importance of this, especially when being used in different context. Much of the literature takes this for granted as being niched towards a particular subject. Figure 2, emphasizes the importance of paying attention to the specific domain, context and situation.

A considerable volume of literature suggests that mechanics have an impact on various psychological outcomes [7, 30], defined as psychological mediators in this
conceptual paper. While there is a range of different psychological effects being polysemic and synonymous with each other, there are also some common denominators, such as affect, autonomy/ the sense of control, social, engagement/cognitive stimulation, incentive reinforcement/ motivation, other cognitive factors, knowledge, purpose, meaning and fulfillment (figure 2). Although some studies investigate these mediators as the final outcome, there is no doubt that many do function as arbitrators for something that is desired in a given context. The one that implements mechanics rarely wants to achieve, for instance, motivation, without it impacting on some outcomes, such as motivation to perform better at a given task. Thus, there needs to be a separation between these two, at least when examining how people are affected by gamification. The conceptual model in figure 2, emphasizes this distinction between a psychological and behavioral outcome, moreover, does not treat them equally. This distinction also offers opportunity to understand the sequential and mediating effects of mechanics on psychological mediators and its subsequent effect on outcomes.

The causal effects of mechanics on psychological mediators are not completely linear, but are moderated, not only by the interaction effects of mechanics [126], but also by various external moderators. This review has discussed that culture can moderate these relationships [120], but also the ages of people involved, and this is indirectly explained by their experience of gaming and familiarity with game dynamics [122]. Moreover, Hamari [43] has shown that places, in terms of platforms, and the degradation of novelty have an impact on various outcomes. Thus, there is an aspect of time and space within gamification literature that moderates the efficiency of gamification.

With regard to the ample outcomes there are many more to consider, but mainly those that are context-dependent, for example while the business domain tends to consider purchasing behaviors [8, 44], learning instead examines learning outcomes [73, 74]. Likewise, the context and the domain control what methods are appropriate and what outcomes are desired. Each domain has their own preferred methods for examining and measuring theoretically different concepts. Consequently, this is motivated by the organization’s goals, vision or strategies. It becomes hence a feedback loop where the organization or actor implements the mechanics in relation to what is desired and which ones seem reasonable.

While other conceptual models [10, 46] recognize the importance of mechanics and outcomes, this conceptual model recognizes that there are domain-congruent mechanics which fit more or less in a given context. This model sheds light, and presents a novel view on gamification in different contexts and domains, which can be further elaborated and researched on regardless the domain.

To further illustrate the model an example will be provided. A business that wants to modify its current retail space, has to first determine the desired outcome of considering gamifying a service or process. The outcomes are in this case of an economic and cognitive nature, such as increasing products sold or attitude. These are usually in line with and motivated by the current goals, strategies or visions of the firm. The second step is to determine the congruency between mechanics and context. For example, a manager needs to consider what mechanics, in table 2, would fit inside the specific store and service, simultaneously while trying to grasp how the consumer will be psychologically impacted in table 3. A possible solution could be to implement geo-location map hunting for sale codes, with progress paths and point trackers, mediating through arousal, subsequently on purchasing. As there still exists a colossal research gap in understanding which mechanic impacts and mediates on what outcome, there is still room to explore, map out, and measure these linkages. Thus, an important consideration is to empirically evidence the multitude of nodes and different paths that exist between mechanics, psychology mediators and outcomes. While investigating these, there also exist potential moderators that can be further tweaked to statistically investigate how these variables impact on the relationship between consumers and their psychology, such as type of store, type of consumer, age, lifestyle, culture, time of the day, online vs. physical store, and many other moderators.
In summary, the model considers several aspects: the mechanics, psychological mediators, outcomes, the goals/strategy/vision, and the context/domain in which they are studied and employed.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 2. The framework for gamification: M-PM-O**

## 5 Conclusion and discussion

This study develops the notion of gamification from a concept that only seeks to motivate people to alter their behavior towards one with innumerable opportunities in many different contexts.

To answer the research question: *how does gamification literature portray the effects of mechanics, psychological mediators and outcomes multi-disciplinary*, this research presents an alternative and uniform perspective on the broad gamification research to better understand how gamification functions and can be employed to impact various outcomes; regardless of whether it is in the domain of health, crowdsourcing, sustainability, computer science, software development, marketing or tourism. This research contributes to this rather eclectic domain [24], presenting a more categorized view in showing domain-specific mechanics and how these can be employed for empirical testing.

While the present research is rather interdisciplinary, it subsequently shows that gamification has rapidly grown into being a potent theory. Morschheuser et al. [127] state that “It is not enough to execute the gamification design in a technically stellar manner but also the manifold and multidimensional aspects of context, user psychology and engagement have to guide the design”. This assertion is in line with Burke [13] which indicates that while there is a causative relationship between mechanics, psychological mediators and outcomes, it is important to understand how these function in order to implement successful gamification.
As mentioned, the conceptual model (figure 2) contributes an understanding of how a person or organization can employ mechanics to reach certain outcomes. To illustrate the model, for example in educational learning settings, there are mechanics that fit more or less together in these contexts (see table 1 for inspiration). While there are always mechanics that are to some extent used in every scenario, such as badges, points and leaderboards, there are some that are used more frequently in some domains and situations than in other. Depending on what mechanics are employed, these will impact differently on psychological mediators. Subsequently, these will have different effects on outcomes, which in this case may be concepts, such as learning or participation. Thus, outcomes need to be carefully considered before strategically employing mechanics, as the causative chain from mechanics, to mediators and lastly to outcomes are complex and relatively unexplored.

There has been an increase in systematic reviews on gamification without the empirical data to support the bulk of literature. However, more empirical literature is needed, both of quality, and of variety. As the empirical contribution has been rather scarce [1, 111], this conceptual model can be modified, employed and adjusted to investigate various effects of gamification on outcomes in all the domains mentioned in this paper. More research is required within each of the effects in table 1, and this needs to be further developed and empirically tested.

It must also be noted that there are other domains and newly emerging ones that also employ gamification. To further develop the conceptual discussion, these should also be analyzed and further investigated.

Looking at all the possible mechanics, mediators, outcomes, contexts, there are exponentially endless possibilities for further research within gamification. Nacke and Deterding [25] state that gamification has reached a maturity in a sense, this present research suggest that a new wave of gamification research should be developed where field and laboratory experiments [126] will further evolve gamification.

This research has suggested and presented linkages between concepts, but it becomes harder to find evidence for the causal relationship between these. The more evident ones are the ones between mechanics, psychological mediators and outcomes. Within these, it becomes more difficult to pinpoint any evidence portraying a conceptual or a predictive structural model.

Thus, it becomes interesting to understand and further examine how emotions correlate with or predict other mediators in different gamified contexts. For instance, the concept of motivation, as a prerequisite for other psychological mediators, is maybe not so strange as the word itself indicates a followed action. A motivation could also constitute a purpose or an incentive, which further draws a link between the actual self-experienced purpose and other arbitrators.

As this research has shown that stimuli could be examined in isolation as well as in combination, a multitude of new studies, primarily on the interaction effects between different mechanics and on either the psychological mediators or the contextual outcomes are recommended. Further research on this matter would map out the scarce evidence of how much each mechanic, and when in interplay with each other, influences actual outcomes, and how much the mediators influence their relationship.

In literature, there seems to be a difficulty when conceptualizing the actor(s) that gamifies the process or service. In regards to gamification as an interdisciplinary theory, there ought not to be a difference whether it is a person or an organization that is in control for implementing mechanics. Thus, there is a need of conceptually unifying the notion of what or who is gamifying a service or process.
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